We construct complex a-priori bounds for certain infinitely renormalizable Lorenz maps. As a corollary, we show that renormalization is a real-analytic operator on the corresponding space of Lorenz maps.
Introduction
Renormalization has been one of the central topics in modern onedimensional real and complex dynamics. It was introduced in the works of Feigenbaum [Fei78] , [Fei79] and Coullet and Tresser [TC78] in order to explain certain universality phenomena for families of unimodal maps and critical circle maps. Seminal works of Sullivan [Sul87] , [dMvS93] and Douady and Hubbard [DH85] put renormalization theory into the context of holomorphic dynamics. Renormalization theory of analytic unimodal maps of an interval was essentially completed in the works of McMullen [McM96] , Lyubich [Lyu97] , [Lyu99] , [Lyu02] , Graczyk andŚwiatek [GS97] , and Levin and van Strien [LvS98] while an analogous theory for analytic critical circle maps was developed in the series of works by de Faria [dF99] , de Faria and de Melo [dFdM00] , and Yampolsky [Yam01] , [Yam02] , [Yam03] .
The analyticity assumption of the maps plays an important role in the above mentioned works. Some further developments in [dFdMP06] , [GdM17] , [GMdM18] , [GY18a] , [GY18b] extend the above mentioned renormalization theories to certain classes of smooth maps, however, the proofs of these results still rely heavily on analytic methods.
Motivated by a successful application of analytic methods in the renormalization theories of unimodal and critical circle maps, in this paper we introduce a complex analytic approach to the study of renormalization of Lorenz maps. Lorenz maps can be defined as orientation preserving maps of an interval with a single point of discontinuity. Such maps appear as factorized first return maps of a geometric Lorenz flow. In this paper we will study Lorenz maps that are real analytic outside of the point of discontinuity c and have vanishing one-sided derivatives at c.
Renormalization of Lorenz maps was first considered by Martens and de Melo in [MdM01] , where combinatorics of renormalizations was studied. Existence of a fixed point of renormalization was first proven by Winckler in [Win10] using computer assisted methods. In subsequent papers Winckler and Gaidashev [GW12] , Martens and Winckler [MW14] and Gaidashev [Gai19] constructed fixed points of Lorenz renormalization for wider classes of combinatorics.
Unlike in the case of analytic unimodal or critical circle maps, very little is currently known about convergence of renormalizations of Lorenz maps. On the contrary, Winckler and Martens have constructed examples of infinitely renormalizable Lorenz maps, whose renormalizations diverge [MW18] . More specifically, they showed that these maps do not admit real a priori bounds, that is, the sequence of renormalizations of any such map eventually leaves any C 1 -compact subset in the space of all Lorenz maps.
In this paper we focus on the opposite case, when Lorenz maps admit real a priori bounds. Several classes of such maps were constructed in [MW14] , [Gai19] . Historically, one of the key steps in renormalization theory of analytic unimodal and critical circle maps was promotion of real a priori bounds to the so-called complex bounds. The latter in particular imply that sufficiently high renormalizations have analytic extensions to some definite complex neighborhoods. The purpose of this paper is to prove complex bounds for analytic Lorenz maps of an arbitrary bounded (not necessarily monotone) combinatorial type admitting real a priori bounds (c.f., Theorem 2.10). Our proof relies on the methods of [Yam99] and a careful analysis of the combinatorial properties of renormalizable Lorenz maps. As a corollary, we prove that a sufficiently high iterate of the renormalization is a realsymmetric analytic operator on an appropriate real-symmetric complex Banach manifold whose real slice consists of analytic Lorenz maps (c.f., Theorem 2.11). Analogous analytic operators for renormalization of unimodal and critical circle maps were recently used in [GY18b] and [GY18a] to establish new results on convergence of renormalizations.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we give all necessary definitions and state our main results. In Section 3 we collect the main complex analytic tools that are used in the proof of complex bounds, while in Section 4 we study combinatorial properties of renormalizable Lorenz maps. Finally, Section 5 contains the proofs of our main results. (1)
Preliminaries and main results
where φ is an affine map, φ(c) = 0, and ψ is a conformal maps in some neighborhoods of 0 respectively.
Remark 2.2. One can consider a larger class of unimodal maps f by letting the "inner" map φ be conformal in a neighborhood of c, however, it will be easy to check that subsequent renormalizations decrease the nonlinearity of the "inner" map, thus, bringing it arbitrarily close to the space of affine maps (see [GY18a] for more details). 
(ii) f can be represented in the form
wheref + andf − are analytic unimodal maps (on some intervals containing (c, b] and [a, c) respectively) with the same critical exponent and withf − (c) =f + (c) = 0; Figure 1 . A graph of a unimodal map on the left and a graph of a Lorenz map on the right.
The space af all analytic Lorenz maps, defined on [0, 1] and with a fixed critical exponent α > 1, will be denoted by L. (The critical exponent α > 1 will remain fixed and unchanged throughout the entire paper.)
The maps f − =f − | [a,c] and f + =f + | [c,b] will be called respectively the left and right branches of a Lorenz map f .
A Lorenz map f is nontrivial, if f − (c) > c and f + (c) < c. Otherwise, f is called trivial and has trivial dynamics. We will say that a Lorenz
, such that c ∈ C, and the first return map of the interior of C is well defined and extends to a weakly nontrivial Lorenz map on C without fixed points in the interior of C \ {c}. Let C be the maximal such interval. (It is easy to check that the maximal interval exists provided that f is renormalizable. The condition on the absence of interior fixed points of the first return maps is crucial here.) We will call it the renormalization interval of f .
The renormalization of f is defined as
where R C is the first return map of f to C, and A : C → [0, 1] is the unique orientation preserving affine homeomorphism between C and [0, 1]. In particular, Rf ∈ L.
If Rf is also renormalizable, then we say that f is twice renormalizable. This way we define n times renormalizable Lorenz maps, for all n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , including n = ∞.
Combinatorics of renormalizations.
If a Lorenz map f is renormalizable with the renormalization interval C, then the critical point c splits C into two intervals C − = {x ∈ C | x < c} and C + = {x ∈ C | x > c}, and the first return map R C has the form
for some positive integers m − , m + ∈ N. Since R C is the first return map of the interior of C, the interiors of the intervals
are pairwise disjoint (otherwise, different points of C − would have different return times) and their relative order determines a permutation θ − (f ) of {0, 1, . . . , m − −1}. Similarly, the relative order of the intervals
We define a permutation θ(f ) as the direct product (ordered pair) of permutations θ(f ) = (θ − (f ), θ + (f )). We say that a permutation θ = (θ − , θ + ) is Lorenz, if there exists a renormalizable Lorenz map f , such that θ = θ(f ). The set of all Lorenz permutations will be denoted by P.
For n ∈ N ∪ {∞} and a subset Θ ⊂ P, let S n Θ ⊂ L be the set of all n times renormalizable Lorenz maps f , such that θ(R j f ) ∈ Θ, for all j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. For f ∈ S n P , let ρ n (f ) be the finite or infinite sequence of permutations (θ(f ), θ(Rf ), θ(R 2 f ), . . . , θ(R n−1 f )) ⊂ P n . For further convenience we also define S 0 Θ := L. We say that two infinitely renormalizable Lorenz maps f and g are of the same combinatorial type, if ρ ∞ (f ) = ρ ∞ (g).
Real bounds. For any Lorenz map
. Definition 2.4. For any pair of real numbers δ, ∆ > 0, we say that a Lorenz map f ∈ L has real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n ∈ {0} ∪ N, if f ∈ S n P , and for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n, the maps f k = R k f satisfy the following conditions:
We say that f ∈ L has real (δ, ∆)-bounds, if it has real (δ, ∆)-bounds of arbitrarily high level.
Lemma 2.5. For any pair of real numbers δ, ∆ > 0, there exist positive real constants K 1 > 1 and K 2 > 0, such that for any nontrivial Lorenz map f ∈ L with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level 0, we have
Proof. The condition (η ± f ) /(η ± f ) ≤ ∆ implies that the maps η ± f have bounded distortion. The condition δ ≤ c f ≤ 1 − δ together with nontriviality of f implies that the absolute values of the derivatives |(η ± f ) | are bounded from below by a positive constant. Now boundedness of distortion implies that they are also bounded by some constant from above. Then the inequality on the second derivatives follows.
The existence of compact sets of Lorenz maps with real bounds of level ∞ (using real techniques) has been shown for several specific combinatorial types. Real bounds for monotone combinatorial types, that is the combinatorics for which the intervals f (C ± ), f 2 (C ± ), . . . , f m ± −1 (C ± ) belong to the left (+) or right (−) component of [0, 1] \ c, have been proved in [MW14] for the following return times m ± :
where α > 1, σ ∈ (0, 1), β ∈ (0, (σ/α) 2 ), and b 0 ∈ N. On the other hand, [Gai19] demonstrates existence of real bounds for short return times (ln 2/ ln α + 1)α < m ± < 2α. Definition 2.9. For ν ∈ (0, 1/2), let H(ν) denote the set of all powerlike Lorenz maps f = (f − , f + ), such that the following conditions are simultaneously satisfied:
(i) U ± f ± (U ± ) and mod(U ± , f ± (U ± )) ≥ ν;
2.6. Statement of results. We are now ready to give precise statements of our main results.
Theorem 2.10 (Complex bounds). For any pair of real numbers δ, ∆ > 0 and a finite set Θ ⊂ P, there exists a real number ν > 0, such that for any real r > 0, there exists n 0 = n 0 (r, δ, ∆, Θ) ∈ N with the property that for any n ≥ n 0 and f ∈ L r ∩ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, the renormalization R n f extends to a power-like Lorenz map from H(ν).
A key step in the proof of Theorem 2.10 is Lemma 5.1, stated in the beginning of Section 5. As a corollary from complex bounds, we deduce the following theorem: 
Complex neighborhoods
In this section we collect the tools that we later use to control the behavior of inverse branches of Lorenz maps in complex neighborhoods of real intervals. One of the important ingredients is a strengthened version of Lemma 3.3 from [dFdM00] . The results of this section are quite general and can be applied to arbitrary real-symmetric analytic maps.
For an open interval J ⊂ R, we define the domain C(J) ⊂ C as
with the open unit disk, centered at the midpoint of J. Given an open interval J ⊂ R and a real number t > 0, we denote by D t (J) ⊂ C the set of all z ∈ C that view J under angle ≥ 2 arctan(t). Each D t (J) is a hyperbolic neighborhood of J of some radius r = r(t) in C(J). In other words, D t (J) is the set of all points in C(J), whose hyperbolic distance to J is less than r. A version of the Schwarz lemma for such domains can be formulates as follows (c.f. [Yam99] ):
Consider an open interval J ⊂ R and let φ : C(J) → C(J) be an analytic map, such that φ(J) ⊂ J. Then for any t > 0, we have φ(D t (J)) ⊂ D t (J). 
.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that J = (−a, a). A direct computation shows that the map F (z) = (a 2 + 1)z z 2 + 1 is a real-symmetric conformal diffeomorphism from D(J) to C(J). Furthermore, F (a) = a and F (−a) = −a. For z ∈ H, the argument of the complex number
The minimum min
must be achieved at a unique point z t ∈ ∂(D t (J) ∩ H) that is the point of tangency between the circular arc
and some circle through the points a and −a. Due to the vertical symmetry, the point z t must lie on the imaginary axis, so z t = ai/t. Now it follows that
is achieved at the same point z t . Thus, the boundary of the smallest set Dt(J) containing F (D t (J)), passes through the point F (z t ). According to a direct computation, F (z t ) lies on the imaginary axis, and the expression fort easily follows. Now the lemma follows directly from Lemma 3.1.
We note that the statement of our Lemma 3.2 is stronger than Lemma 3.3 from [dFdM00] . First of all, Lemma 3.2 provides a precise (rather than just asymptotic) expression fort, but more importantly, it does not require φ to be univalent and analytic in the whole disk D. The later enables us to prove the following:
Lemma 3.3. For positive real numbers L, ∆t > 0, such that 0 < ∆t < 1, there exists d > 0, for which the following property holds: let I 1 , . . . , I n+1 ⊂ R be a finite family of intervals and for each k = 1, . . . , n, let f k :
then for any t ∈ R and k ∈ N, such that ∆t < t < 1 and k ≤ n, the
Proof. Fix a positive real constant δ < 1. First we observe that for any sufficiently small d > 0, there exists a constant 0 < K d < 1, such that K d → 1 as d → 0, and if intervals I 1 , . . . I n satisfy (3), then
Indeed, for all sufficiently small d > 0 we have
and 2 −δ d δ L → 0 as d → 0, which implies (4). Next, we observe that for any sufficiently small d > 0, the condition
Finally, let t 1 = t, and for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we define
. Thus, in order to prove the lemma, it is enough to show that for all sufficiently small d > 0, the conditions (3) imply that
Under the same conditions we will use induction to prove a stronger inequality
Base case: it follows from (6), (5) and the condition t 1 > ∆t that
Induction step: again, it follows from from (6), (5) and the induction hypothesis that
). The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.2 from [Yam99] . The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.4 (Root of degree α). Let K > 0 and M ∈ (0, 1) be positive real numbers. Then for any real numbers a, t, c ∈ R, such that t > 0, a ∈ (0, K), and c ∈ [0, M ], there exists a real number t =t(K, M, t, α) > 0, such that φ α (D t ((−a, 1)) \ (−a, 0]) ⊂ D σ ((0, c)) ∪ Dt((c, 1)) ⊂ Dt((0, 1)).
Lemma 3.4 can also be reformulated for maps that are distorted roots of degree α, provided that there is some control of the distortion. A precise statement is given in the next lemma.
Definition 3.5. Let D ⊂ C be a real-symmetric domain containing the interval [0, 1]. For any real µ > 0, we will say that a function f : D \ R <0 → C is a distorted root of degree α on D with modulus µ, if f (1) = 1 and f can be represented as
where h : D → C and g : φ α (h(D)) → C are conformal maps that fix the origin and can be extended to conformal maps of some domains U and V respectively, such that mod(D, U ) ≥ µ and mod(φ α (h(D)), V ) ≥ µ.
Lemma 3.6 (Distorted root of degree α). Let µ, K > 0 and M ∈ (0, 1) be positive real numbers. Then for any real numbers a, t, c ∈ R, such that t > 0, a ∈ (0, K), and c ∈ [0, M ], there exists a real numbert =t(µ, K, M, t, α) > 0, such that for any map f : D t ((−a, 1))\ (−a, 0] → C that is a distorted root of degree α on D t ((−a, 1)) with modulus µ, we have the inclusion
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that for each particular function f as above, one can choose a parametert that satisfies (7). Furthermore, the parametert can be chosen to depend continuously on f in opencompact topology. Finally, according to the Koebe Distortion Theorem, the set of all functions f that are distorted roots of degree α on D t ((−a, 1)) with modulus µ, is a normal family. Hence by the standard compactness argument, there exists a real numbert that satisfies (7), simultaneously for all maps f as above.
Dynamical intervals
4.1. Prerenormalization. If f ∈ L is an n times renormalizable Lorenz map, then R n f can be represented as a rescaled first return map of f to some closed interval C n , such that c ∈ C n . We denote this first return map by pR n f -the n-th prerenormalization of f . The critical point c splits C n into two intervals
These intervals will be called the left and right domains of the n-th prerenormalization pR n f . The restrictions of pR n f to C n− and C n+ will be denoted by pR n f − and pR n f + respectively. Each of them is an analytic homeomorphisms of C n− and C n+ respectively and can be represented as
and
for some positive integers m − n , m + n ∈ N. Each f in these compositions is either the left or the right branch of f . Further we will always assume that the maps pR n f − and pR n f + are defined on the closures of the intervals C n− and C n+ respectively by continuous extensions:
and 
and pR k f ± , viewed as an appropriate composition of the maps f ± , is a homeomorphism from L k± onto its image. We note that since pR k f ± is the first return map of C k± to C k , it follows that the sets C k∓ ∩L k± have no interior points, hence
Lemma 4.1. Assume that for some n ∈ N, a map f ∈ L is (n + 1)times renormalizable. Then
Furthermore, if A n± and B n± are two connected components of pR n f ± (L n± )\ L n± , such that c ∈ ∂A n± , then
and B n± contains an interval from the finite orbit of C (n+1)∓ under the map pR n−1 f before its first return to C n .
Proof. Since the map pR n f is renormalizable, it is a nontrivial Lorenz map, hence A n± is a non-degenerate interval, such that C (n+1)∓ ⊂ A n± . Now we will show that B n± is nonempty. Consider the interval X ± = L n± \ C n± . Since L n± is the maximal interval on which pR n f ± is a homeomorphism, there exists a homeomorphic image Y ± ⊂ C (n−1)∓ of X ± under some iterate of pR n−1 f , such that c ∈ ∂Y ± . Then we have C n∓ ⊂ Y ± , since otherwise the orbit of C n± under the map pR n−1 f would have common interior points with the interval C n before returning to pR n f (C n± ). If the set B n± is empty, then pR n f ± maps X ± homeomorphically into itself, hence the iterates of Y ± under the dynamics of pR n−1 f never have the critical point c in their interiors, so pR n f is a trivial map and cannot be renormalizable, which is a contradiction.
since the renormalization pR n f is defined as the first return map to C n . Now we observe that
Finally, the closed interval pR n f (C (n+1) ∓ ) does not contain the critical point c, hence (pR n−1 f ) •k ± (C (n+1) ∓ ) ⊂ B n± , which completes the proof.
4.2.2.
Homeomorphic extensions of f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 . Let f ∈ L be an n-times renormalizable Lorenz map. We observe that the map f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 on the interval pR n f ± (C n± ) can be represented as the composition of m ± n − 1 inverse maps f −1 − or f −1 + . The choice and the order of these inverse maps in the composition depends on the combinatorics of the Lorenz map f .
Remark 4.2. In the remaining part of the paper we identify f ± •(pR n f ± ) −1 with this composition.
We note that this composition is defined and homeomorphic on some maximal interval that contains pR n f ± (C n± ). The goal of this subsection is to study the properties of this maximal interval.
Consider the finite orbit of the interval C n− under the dynamics of pR n−1 f before its first return to C n . Let S n− ⊂ (0, 1) be the interval from this orbit such that S n− lies to the right from the critical point c and is closest to c. Similarly, let S n+ ⊂ (0, 1) be the interval from the orbit of C n+ under the dynamics of pR n−1 f before its first return to C n , such that S n+ lies to the left from the critical point c and is closest to it.
Definition 4.3. We define Q n± to be the minimal open interval, containing the intervals S n± and pR n f ± (L n± ).
Proposition 4.4. Assume, f ∈ L is an n-times renormalizable Lorenz map, for some n ∈ N. Then the map f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 is a homeomorphism of Q n± onto its image.
Proof. We will give a proof in the case of the interval Q n− . The proof for the interval Q n+ is analogous.
Consider the orbit of the interval C n− under the dynamics of f . Let m ∈ N be such that f m (C n− ) is the first return of this orbit to C n . Let X 2 , X 3 , . . . , X m ⊂ (0, 1) be the family of open intervals, such that X 2 is the minimal interval that contains f (C n− ) and f 2 (C n− ), and for k = 2, . . . , m − 1,
In both cases X k+1 contains the interval f k+1 (C n− ) and at least one other interval f l (C n− ), for some l < k + 1, which lies to the right from f k+1 (C n− ). (The proof is by induction: in the first case of the above formula, f l (C n− ) is the image of the corresponding interval from X k under the map f , and in the second case f l (C n− ) = f (C n− ).)
Consider an interval I = X m ∪ pR n f − (L n− ). It follows from construction of the interval X m that the map f − • (pR n f − ) −1 is a homeomorphism on I, and since Q n− ⊂ I, this completes the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 4.5. Assume, f ∈ L is an (n+1)-times renormalizable Lorenz map, for some n ∈ N. Then (i) the following inclusions hold:
(ii) each of the two connected components of the sets
contain either an interval from the finite orbit of C (n+1)∓ or from the finite orbit of C n± under the map pR n−1 f before their first returns to C n .
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the observation that one component of Q n± \ (L n± ∪ C n∓ ) contains the interval S n± and another component is the interval B n± from Lemma 4.1, hence contains an interval from the finite orbit of C (n+1)∓ under the map pR n−1 f before its first return to C n .
For every integer n ∈ N and an n-times renormalizable Lorenz map f , let O n± be the finite orbit of the interval f (C n± ) until its first return to C n under the dynamics of f . That is,
The elements of O n± are closed intervals that have pairwise disjoint interiors. Similarly, let Q n± be the finite orbit of the interval f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 (Q n± ) under the dynamics of f until it is mapped onto Q n± . That is,
By construction, each interval f k • f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 (Q n± ) from Q n± (k = 0, . . . , m ± n ) contains the interval f k+1 (C n± ) in its interior. We will say that the latter is the core subinterval of the former one.
Lemma 4.6. Assume, f ∈ L is an n-times renormalizable Lorenz map, for some n ∈ N. Then (i) every interval from the finite orbit Q n± does not contain any other intervals from O n± in its interior except for its core subinterval. (ii) furthermore, every point of the interval (0, 1) belongs to no more than three intervals from the finite orbit Q n± .
Proof. Assume that some interval from Q n± contains two different intervals from O n± in its interior. Then so does the interval Q n± , since f is a homeomorphism on all intervals of Q n± , except Q n± . One of the two intervals of O n± contained in the interior of Q n± is its core subinterval. Then, according to the construction of the interval Q n± (Definition 4.3), the other one is contained in pR n f ± (L n± ) \ C n , which is not possible. This completes the proof of part (i). Part (ii) follows immediately from part (i), since according to part (i), every interval from Q n± has common points with no more than three intervals of O n± , none of them share the same core subinterval and all intervals of O n± are pairwise disjoint.
Sizes of dynamically important intervals.
In this subsection we combine the combinatorial properties of of Lorenz maps established in the previous subsection, and the Real Koebe Distortion Principle in order to get control on the sizes of dynamically important intervals in the presence of real bounds.
Lemma 4.7. Given a pair of positive numbers δ, ∆ > 0 and a finite set Θ ⊂ P, there exist positive real constants β 1 = β 1 (δ, ∆, Θ) and β 2 = β 2 (δ, ∆, Θ), such that 0 < β 1 < β 2 < 1 and for any twice renormalizable Lorenz map f ∈ S 2 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level 0, the following holds: if I is any interval from the orbits of C 1+ or C 1− before their first return to C 1 or any interval from the orbits of C 2+ or C 2− before their first return to C 2 , and J is one of the intervals C + or C − , such that I ⊂ J, then β 1 < |I|/|J| < β 2 .
Proof. Since Θ is a finite set, the prerenormalization pR 2 f ± = f k ± is a finite composition, where k ± ≤ B, for some constant B = B(Θ). Furthermore, we have
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exist real constants K 1 = K 1 (δ, ∆) > 0 and K 2 = K 2 (δ, ∆) > 0, such that for any f ∈ L with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level 0 and any x ∈ [0, 1], we have
Since α > 1, if C 2± is too short, then the right-hand side of the last inequality is smaller than |C 2± |, which is a contradiction. This implies that there is a lower bound on the lengths of the intervals |C 2± |, hence also a lower bound on the lengths of the intervals |f k ± (C 2± )|. The latter together with the upper bound on f implies existence of a lower bound on the lengths of all intervals from the orbits of C 2± before their return to C 2 . Since |J| ≥ δ, we conclude that there exists β 1 > 0, such that |I|/|J| > β 1 .
Finally, we may choose β 2 > 1 − β 1 . The proof for the orbits of the intervals C 1± is analogous.
Now we recall the Macroscopic Koebe Principle (c.f. Section IV.3 of [dMvS93] ). We state it for Lorenz maps from L, however it holds for a much wider class of maps.
If I ⊂ J are two intervals and τ > 0 is a real number, we say that J contains a τ -scaled neighborhood of I if each of the two component of J \ I has at least length τ |J|. (1) f m |T is a diffeomorphism;
(2) f m (T ) contains a τ -scaled neighborhood of f m (J);
(3) m−1 i=0 |f i (T )| ≤ 3; then T contains a B 0 (τ )-scaled neighborhood of J.
Remark 4.9. It follows from the proof of the Macroscopic Koebe Principle (c.f. Section IV.3 of [dMvS93] ) that the function B 0 depends on the constants K 1 and K 2 from (2). Hence, according to Lemma 2.5, for any pair of real numbers δ, ∆ > 0, the function B 0 can be chosen uniformly over the class of all at least once renormalizable f ∈ L having real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level 0.
We use the Macroscopic Koebe Principle together with the combinatorial analysis of Lorenz maps to prove the following Lemma: Proof. First, we observe that according to part (ii) of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.7, there exists τ = τ (δ, ∆, Θ) such that for any k = 1, . . . , n, the interval Q k± from the orbit Q k± contains a τ -scaled neighborhood of C k , hence also a τ -scaled neighborhood of the corresponding core subinterval f m ± k (C k± ). Next, we note that according to part (ii) of Lemma 4.6, the sum of the lengths of all intervals from the orbit Q k± is not greater than 3, hence it follows from the Macroscopic Koebe Principle and Remark 4.9 that there exists a constant B 0 = B 0 (δ, ∆, τ ), such that every interval from the orbit Q k± contains a B 0 -scaled neighborhood of its core subinterval.
Next we will show that for every k = 1, . . . , n − 1, the B 0 -scaled neighborhood of every interval from the orbit Q (k+1)± is contained in some interval of the orbits Q k+ or Q k− .
Consider the interval A (k+1)± = pR k f ± (pR k+1 f ± ) −1 (Q (k+1)± ) from the orbit Q (k+1)± . Since the interval A (k+1)± is eventually mapped homeomorphically onto Q (k+1)± by the dynamics of pR k f , it follows that A (k+1)± ⊂ C k and c f ∈ A (k+1)± . Thus, f (A (k+1)± ) and all its further iterates under the dynamics of f until the return to Q (k+1)± are contained in the core subintervals of some intervals of the orbits Q k+ and Q k− . Hence, the above statement will hold for these intervals.
Finally, we observe that A (k+1)± ⊂ C k ⊂ Q k± , so Q k± contains a τscaled neighborhood of A (k+1)± , hence, by the Macroscopic Koebe Principle, the B 0 -scaled neighborhoods of all intervals of the orbit Q (k+1)± before and including A (k+1)± are contained in the corresponding intervals of the orbit Q k± .
We complete the proof by choosing β 3 = B 0 .
Combining the results of this section and Lemma 3.3, we obtain the following important result:
Lemma 4.11. For any pair of positive numbers δ, ∆ > 0, a finite set Θ ⊂ P and a real number t ∈ R such that 0 < t < 1, there exist a positive number µ 0 = µ 0 (δ, ∆, Θ, t), such that for every real number r > 0, there exists n 0 = n 0 (r, t, δ, ∆, Θ) ∈ N with the property that for all n ≥ n 0 and f ∈ L r ∩ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, the map (pR n f ± ) −1 is a distorted root of degree α on D t (L n± ∪ C n∓ ) with modulus µ 0 , precomposed and postcomposed with some affine maps.
Proof. It follows from part (ii) of Lemma 4.6 that the total length of all intervals from the finite orbit Q n± is not greater than 3. At the same time, Lemma 4.10 implies that the length of the longest interval from the finite orbit Q n± converges to zero uniformly in f , as n → ∞. These observations together with Lemma 3.3 imply that there exists n 0 = n 0 (r, t, δ, ∆, Θ) ∈ N, such that for all n ≥ n 0 , the map f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 is defined on D t (Q n± ) and
Due to condition (ii) of Definition 2.6, and the fact that the length of the intervals f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 (Q n± ) converges to zero uniformly in f , we may assume without loss of generality that n 0 is large enough, so that if n ≥ n 0 , then the inverse map f −1 ± is a root of degree α on D t/2 (f ± • (pR n f ± ) −1 (Q n± )) precomposed and postcomposed with some conformal maps. Together with the above inclusion this implies that (pR n f ± ) −1 is a root of degree α on D t (Q n± ) up to a precomposition and a postcomposition with conformal maps.
Finally, it follows from part (ii) of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.7 that there exists a positive real number µ 0 = µ 0 ((δ, ∆, Θ, t), such that mod(D t (L n± ∪ C n∓ ), D t (Q n± )) ≥ µ 0 , for all Lorenz maps f satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.11. Hence, it follows that the map (pR n f ± ) −1 is a distorted root of degree α on D t (L n± ∪ C n∓ ) with modulus µ 0 , precomposed and postcomposed with some affine maps.
Proofs of main results
In this section we give proofs of our main results by combining the complex analytic tools from Section 3 with combinatorial and metric properties of Lorenz maps on the real line, established in Section 4.
For a positive integer n ∈ N and a Lorenz map f ∈ S n P , let the interval L n be the union L n = L n+ ∪ L n− ∪ {c}. We define the set D n as the hyperbolic neighborhood D n = D σ (L n ) ⊂ C.
A key step in the proof of Theorem 2.10 is the following lemma. Its proof will be given later.
Lemma 5.1 (Main Lemma). For any pair of positive numbers δ, ∆ > 0 and a finite set Θ ⊂ P, there exists a constant B 1 > 0, such that for each real number r > 0 and a positive integer m ∈ N, there exists n 0 = n 0 (r, m, δ, ∆, Θ) ∈ N with the property that for all n ≥ n 0 and f ∈ L r ∩ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, the inverse maps (pR n f ± ) −1 have well defined univalent analytic extensions to D n−m \R, and for all z ∈ D n−m \ R we have
Flowers.
We fix a positive real number σ < cot π 2α that remains unchanged until the end of the paper. ((a, d) ) D t ((d, e)) D σ ((e, b) ).
For a real number K > 0 we say that a flower
The real number t will be called the parameter of the flower F . Proof. For any point z ∈ F \ D σ (I), consider the triangle with side J and the opposite vertex at z. The lengths of other sides of this triangle are smaller than b 1 |I|, for some constant b 1 = b 1 (t) > 0, and the angles α, β at the opposite vertices satisfy the inequality < α, β < π − , for some = (K, t) > 0. Hence, the diameter of the circumscribed circle of the considered triangle is less than b 1 |I|/ sin . Now the proposition follows.
Let f be a Lorenz map with the critical point c ∈ R. For real numbers K 1 , K 2 > 0, we say that a flower F of an interval (a, b), defined as in (10), is (K 1 , K 2 )-bounded, if either a = c and the inequalities
hold. We will say that K 1 is the critical bound and K 2 is the non-critical bound.
We note that if f ∈ S n P , then the corresponding intervals L n+ and L n− are defined and have the critical point c as one of their boundary points. Hence, one can consider (K 1 , K 2 )-bounded flowers of these intervals.
For n ∈ N and f ∈ S n P , let T n f − : C n− → C n−1 and T n f + : C n+ → C n−1 be the maps, such that (11) pR n f ± = pR n−1 f • T n f ± .
In particular, T n f ± is a finite composition of prerenormalizations pR n−1 f .
For n ∈ N and f ∈ S n+1 P , let the maps f n± be defined by
Then each f n± is either pR n f − or pR n f + , depending on the combinatorics of the map f , and
Let the intervals L f n± be defined by
Recall that for a positive integer n ∈ N and a Lorenz map f ∈ S n P , we have L n := L n+ ∪ L n− ∪ {c} and D n := D σ (L n ). The following lemma provides the induction step in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. For any pair of positive numbers δ, ∆ > 0 and a finite set Θ ⊂ P, there exist real constantst, K 1 , K 2 > 0, such that for every real number r > 0, there exists n 1 = n 1 (r, δ, ∆, Θ) ∈ N with the property that for all n ≥ n 1 and f ∈ L r ∩ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, the following holds:
(i) The inverse maps (pR n f ± ) −1 have well defined univalent analytic extensions to D n \R, and the preimage (pR n f ± ) −1 (D n \R) is contained in a (K 1 , K 2 )-bounded flower of the interval L n± with parametert.
(ii) Let F be any (K 1 , K 2 )-bounded flower of the interval L f n± with parametert. Then the inverse map (T n+1 f ± ) −1 has a well defined univalent analytic extension to D σ (L f n± ) ∩ F \ R, and the preimage (T n+1 f ± ) −1 (D σ (L f n± )∩F \R) is contained in a (K 1 , K 2 )-bounded flower of the interval L n+1± with parametert.
Proof. In order to prove part (i), we notice that due to finiteness of the set Θ, the map (pR n f ± ) −1 is a composition of no more than k inverse prerenormalizations (pR n−1 f − ) −1 and (pR n−1 f + ) −1 , where k depends only on Θ. According to Lemma 4.11, these inverse prerenormalizations are distorted roots of degree α on hyperbolic neighborhoods D t (C n−1 ) of C n−1 , for all sufficiently large n. Then part (i) of Lemma 5.4 will follow from applying Lemma 3.6 k times.
The proof of part (ii) of Lemma 5.4 is based on the idea that according to (11), the map (T n+1 f ± ) −1 is a finite composition of inverse branches of prerenormalizations (pR n f − ) −1 and (pR n f + ) −1 . Since the set of combinatorics Θ is finite, the number of these maps in the composition is less than a constant B = B(Θ) > 0, hence (T n+1 f ± ) −1 is a finite composition of at most kB inverse branches of prerenormalizations (pR n−1 f − ) −1 and (pR n−1 f + ) −1 . The rest of the proof is left to the reader as it is analogous to the proof of part (i) of Lemma 5.4. (The constantt and the non-critical bound K 2 might have to be further decreased.)
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We will give a proof for the case of positive branches (pR n f + ) −1 . The case of negative branches (pR n f − ) −1 is analogous.
We fix r, m, δ, ∆, Θ. As a first step, we will prove that there exists a real number B 3 = B 3 (δ, ∆, Θ) > 0, such that for any z ∈ D n−m \ R, the point f + • (pR n f + ) −1 (z) is defined and satisfies the inequality
It follows from (11) that for every n ≥ m and every f ∈ S n Θ , the prerenormalization pR n f + can be represented in a unique way as a composition
where f n,m is either pR n−m f + or pR n−m f − and for each k = 0, . . . , m − 1, the map h n,k is either T n−k f + or T n−k f − . Furthermore, (11) implies that for every k = 0, . . . , m − 1, we have f n,k = f n,m • h n,m−1 • · · · • h n,k , and f n,k is either pR n−k f + or pR n−k f − . For k = 0, . . . , m, let the intervals L n,k be defined by
Proposition 5.5. Let r, m, δ, ∆ and Θ be the same as in Lemma 5.1. Then for any pair of real numbers K, t > 0, there exists a positive integer n 2 = n 2 (r, δ, ∆, Θ, m, K, t) and a positive real number B = B(δ, ∆, Θ, K, t), such that for any n ≥ n 2 and f ∈ L r ∩ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, the following holds: for any k = 0, . . . , m, if F is a K-bounded flower on L n,k with parameter t, and z ∈ C is such that f −1 n,k (z) is defined and either k ≥ 1 and f −1 n,k (z) ∈ F \ D σ (L n,k ) or k = 0 and f −1 n,k (z) ∈ F , then f + • (pR n f + ) −1 (z) is defined and
Proof. First, consider the case k ≥ 1. Then f −1 n,k (z) ∈ F \ D σ (L n,k ) and according to Proposition 5.3, there exists 0 <t < 1, such that f −1 n,k (z) is contained in the hyperbolic neighborhood Dt(f −1 n,k (pR n f (C n+ ))) whose diameter is less than B 4 |L n,k |, for some constant B 4 = B 4 (K, t) > 0. Since k ≤ m, Lemma 4.7 implies that there exists a real constant µ = µ(δ, ∆, Θ) > 0, such that |pR n f (C n+ )| > |L n,k |µ k ≥ |L n,k |µ m .
Applying Lemma 2.5 to the map f n,k , we obtain that |f −1 n,k (pR n f (C n+ ))| > B 5 |pR n f (C n+ )| > B 5 |L n,k |µ m , for some constant B 5 = B 5 (δ, ∆, Θ) > 0. The latter implies that the parametert > 0 is bounded away from zero uniformly with respect to the choice of f and z. At the same time, Lemma 4.10 implies that the lengths of all intervals from the orbits of C n+ and C n− converge to zero as n → ∞, so according to Lemma 3.3, there exists a positive integer n 2 = n 2 (r, δ, ∆, Θ, m, K, t) such that if n ≥ n 2 , then
which implies that
We note that 
which completes the proof of Proposition 5.5 in case of k ≥ 1. If k = 0, then f n,k = pR n f + and L n,k = L n+ . Since (pR n f + ) −1 (z) belongs to a flower F on L n+ with parameter t, and |L n+ | is commensurable with |C n+ | (c.f. Lemma 4.7), there exists a constant R = R(δ, ∆, Θ, t) > 0, such that
Due to condition (ii) of Definition 2.6, and the fact that the lengths of the intervals L n+ converge to zero uniformly in f as n → ∞ (c.f. Lemma 4.10), we may assume without loss of generality that n 2 is large enough, so that if n ≥ n 2 , then the map f + is the power map z → z α on F up to a precomposition and a postcomposition with conformal maps of bounded distortion. Hence, there exists a constantR > 0, such that
Without loss of generality we may assume that B ≥R, which completes the proof of Proposition 5.5. Now we are ready to prove inequality (12) for all z ∈ D n−m \ R. Let the constantst, K 1 , K 2 be the same as in Lemma 5.4. Define n 0 = max{n 1 (r, δ, ∆, Θ), n 2 (r, δ, ∆, θ, m, min(K 1 , K 2 ),t)} + m, where n 1 and n 2 are the same as in Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.5 respectively. We also define
where B is the same as in Proposition 5.5. We will prove by finite induction that if n ≥ n 0 , then for any k = 0, . . . , m, the inverse maps f −1 n,k are well defined on D n−m \ R and for any z ∈ D n−m \ R, either (12) holds, or
The base of induction, the case k = m, is given by first applying part (i) of Lemma 5.4 and then Proposition 5.5. The induction step goes from k to k − 1 as follows: if the above statement holds for some value of k = l > 0, then either (12) holds and the statement holds for all k = 0, . . . , m, or (13) holds and then, by first applying part (ii) of Lemma 5.4 and then Proposition 5.5, we obtain the above statement for k = l − 1.
Finally, we observe that according to Proposition 5.5, if k = 0, then (13) implies (12), so we proved (12) for all z ∈ D n−m \ R.
We finish the proof of Lemma 5.1 by observing that due to condition (ii) of Definition 2.6, and the fact that the lengths of the intervals L n−m converge to zero uniformly in f as n → ∞ (c.f. Lemma 4.10 combined with part (i) of Lemma 4.5), we may assume without loss of generality that n 0 is large enough, so that if n ≥ n 0 , then the map f −1
is a root of degree α, precomposed and postcomposed with conformal maps of bounded distortion. Hence, together with inequality (12), this implies that there exists a constant B 1 = B 1 (δ, ∆, Θ) > 0, such that
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. It follows from Lemma 4.7 that for each pair of real numbers δ, ∆ > 0 and a finite set Θ ⊂ P, there exist real numbers µ 1 > µ 2 > 1, such that for any positive integers n > m > 0 and f ∈ S n+1 Θ with real (δ, ∆)-bounds of level n, we have
The first part of this inequality implies that for any real number ρ > 0, there exists a positive integer m = m(ρ, δ, ∆, Θ) > 0, such that Fix the domainD = D n−m . Then, according to Lemma 5.1, there exists n 0 = n 0 (r, m(ρ(δ, ∆, Θ)), δ, ∆, Θ), such that if n ≥ n 0 , then the maps (pR n f ± ) −1 are defined onD \ R. We set
Then, it follows from Lemma 5.1 and inequality (15) that mod(Ũ + ∪Ũ − ,D) > ν.
Furthermore, according to Lemma 5.4, the domainsŨ ± are flowers on the intervals L n± , hence, according to Lemma 4.1, we havẽ
Combining this with Lemma 4.7, we conclude that mod(Ũ ± , pR n f ± (Ũ ± )) > ν, possibly, after decreasing the constant ν(δ, ∆, Θ). Finally, let domains D, U + and U − be affine rescalings ofD,Ũ + andŨ − respectively, rescaled by the affine map that takes C n to [0, 1]. According to our construction, the renormalization R n f extends to a power-like Lorenz map R n f : U ± → D that satisfies condition (i) of Definition 2.9. Condition (iv) of Definition 2.9 is satisfied due to Lemma 4.11, possibly, after decreasing the constant ν. According to Definition 2.4, the intervals C n+ and C n− are commensurable, hence, after possibly decreasing the constant ν again, the map R n f is guaranteed to satisfy condition (iii) of Definition 2.9. As the last step, we verify that the second part of inequality (14) implies condition (ii) of Definition 2.9, after possibly decreasing the constant ν again. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.10. 5.2. Analyticity of renormalization. In this subsection we give a proof of Theorem 2.11.
For a Jordan domain Ω ⊂ C, let B(Ω) denote the space of all analytic maps g : Ω → C that continuously extend to the closure Ω. The set B(Ω) equipped with the sup-norm, is a complex Banach space. If Ω is symmetric with respect to the real axis, we let B R (Ω) ⊂ B(Ω) denote the real Banach space of all real-symmetric functions from B(Ω).
Given a positive real number α > 1, the function The set A s has a natural structure of a real-symmetric Banach manifold, obtained as a direct product {c ∈ C | 0 < Re c < 1}×B s− ×B s+ . It is clear from the construction that all elements of the real slice A R s are analytic Lorenz maps.
Theorem 2.11 is a direct corollary of the following theorem: 
